
Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna Mission

Swami Brahmananda ( Raja Maharaj), the first president
of the Ramakrishna Order was born in Sikra-Kulingram.
The devotees of Sri Ramakrishna, inspired by Swami
Vivekananda's concept of "Service to Man is Service to
God" started a private centre in the name of
"Brahmananda Memorial Trust" in 1958, to serve the
people in and around this village. The Trust established a
school Brahmananda Vidya Bhavan. This Centre got the
affiliation as a Ramakrishna Mission Centre in 1992 and
was taken over by the Math and Mission Headquarters
(Belur Math) in 2002.

A Free coaching
Centre for poor
and needy students
of class Vi to X with
50 students is run
by the Ashrama.
Study material are
also being served
to the students

Educational Activities
6 GAP (Gadadhara Abhudaya Prakalpa) units with 350 children.
Educational, Physical and Intellectual development of
underpriveledged children for the age group og 5 to 12. Helps them
with daily nutritive foods, educational kits, clothes, shoes, periodical
health check-up etc. Currently running at Sikra-Kulingram,
Berachampa, Haranegheri, Lalpally, Bireswar and Goberia of North
24 Parganas of West Bengal.

Sikra-kulingram
North 24 Parganas, WB, 743428

A report on ongoing activities

Scholarship and Educational Help for the students of Class ix
onwards are given in the starting of every academic year on the
basis of their marks and financial condition. Notebook, pen,
geometry box etc. also being distributed to the needy students.

Sundarban child welfare project consisting of 14 free coaching  
centre named "GADADHAR PATHSALA" running  through this
Ashrama. Centres are located in Sandelerbill, Nababhat,
Kalinagar, Bhandarkhali, Shamsernagar, Hingalganj etc. Value
education, Bratachari Trainings are also the part of the project.
Nutritive foods and educational kits also distributed each year. 

"Education is the manifestation of the perfection already in man." - Swami Vivekananda

Study materials   
such as notebook,
geometry box,
pen, dictionary
etc. are being
distributed to the
poor students. 



With the aim to help the helpless, the Medical Unit
was introduced in 1992. Both Allopathy and
Homeopathy treatments are conducted throughout
the year. At the Ashrama, Allopathic and
Homeopathic treatments are done 8 days and 2 days
a month respectively. Besides, Allopathic Mobile
Medical Camp is held at Berachampa, Ghorarash,
and parts of the Sundarbans. Good medical
consultation and medicines are provided free of cost
to the needy patients.

Service to man is service to God - Swami Vivekananda

Medical Activities

Free Allopathic and Homoeopathy Dispensary

Free Eye-CampMobile Medical Units
Mobile Unit goes to Berachampa once in a week and Ghorarash
village once in a week. Distance of Berachampa is 11 Kilomertres
and Ghorarash is 4 Kilometres away from this Ashrama. Patients
are treated with free medicines.

Free Eye Operation Camp is
being conducted by the
Ashrama for the service of the
people of this locality. 

Primary needs of the people are food, clothes and home. We try our best to supply necessary
things to the poor people at the time of their acute condition. Flood deluges most of the
area of Sundarban now and then. At that time flattened rice, molasses, khichuri, drinking
water, medicines, bleaching powder, phenol, shari, dhuti, lungi, blanket and assorted
garments etc. are distributed among the victims.

Rural Activities
Distress Relief:

Yaas Cyclone Relief at
Sundarban

Winter Relief Covid Relief Work

Some photos



Daily Distribution of Milk

Milk distribution to 50
children and elder of local
villages 5 days in a week
through the year. 

Cloth Distribution Child Nutrition Health and hygeine

Flood Relief at Charigram Aila Cyclone Relief Drinking Water

Pecuniary Help

Monetary help is being
given  to  5 to 10 very poor
and needy people
especially for medical
treatment. (Maximum of Rs
5000/beneficiary).      

Celebration, Conference and awareness program: 

Classes are regularly held to empower young students to lead moral and fulfilling lives.
These sessions aim to help them understand the significance of the mind and its functioning.
Additionally, two major events, the National Youth Day on January 12th and Chicago Day
on September 11th, are celebrated annually with youth conferences. Furthermore, there are
teacher meetings and general awareness camps organized to promote awareness among  
youth and students.

National Youth dayAzadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav



সুধী,
       এত�ারা স�দয় ভ� �ভানুধ�ায়ী ও সাধারেণর িনকট সিবনয় আেবদন করা হইেতেছ �য – �ীরামকৃ�েদেবর
মানসপু� এবং মেঠর �থম অধ�� �ীমৎ �ামী ব�ান�জীর জ� িভটায় ( পি�মবে�র �ত�� অ�ল, িশকড়া-
কুলীন �ােম ) �ীরামকৃ� মঠ ও িমশেনর এক� শাখা �ক� গিড়য়া উিঠয়ােছ ১৯৮৮ সাল হইেত । িমশন িবগত দইু
দশক ধিরয়া সব�সাধারেণর সা�ব�ক উ�য়ন কে� সীিমত �মতার মেধ� িচিকৎসা, �া��, িশ�া ইত�ািদ �সবার কাজ
কিরয়া আিসেতেছ । এই কাজ সু�রবেনর �ত�� �ােমও িব�ৃত । স�দয় সং�া, ভ� ও �ভানুধ�ায়ীর সহায়তায়
এতিদন এই কাজ �িল স�� হইয়া আিসেতিছল । ব��মােন �ব�মুল� ও �সবার পিরিধ ব�লাংেশ বৃি� পাইয়ােছ ।
আমােদর এই �াম-িভি�ক �সবা কােজর জন� ৫০,০০০,০০.০০  (প�াশ ল�) টাকার �ায়ী তহিবেলর একা�
�েয়াজন । স�দয় ভ�, �ভানুধ�ায়ীেদর িনকট আমােদর �াথ�না আমােদর এই �সবা�ত যাহােত িঠক মতন চেল
তাহার জন� আপনােদর সাহায� একা� �েয়াজন । অনু�হ কিরয়া আমােদর সহায়তায় আপনারা এিগেয় আসুন ।
ঠাকুর, মা, �ামীজীর �সবা�েত যু� হেয় সকেল ধন� �হান । Cheque/Draft  “ Ramakrishna Mission
Sikra-Kulingram ” এই নােম পাঠাইেবন । এই অনুদান “ 80 G (5)(VI) ধারা ” অনুসাের আয়কর মু� । 
 �ভু আপনােদর কল�াণ ক�ন । 

ইিত
�ামী অন�ান�

স�াদক

Dear Devotees and Wellwishers,

For the past two decades, the mission has been providing medical, health, education
etc. services within a limited capacity for the overall development of the people. This
work also extends to remote villages of Sundarbans. With the help of friendly
organizations, devotees and well-wishers, these works were completed till now.
Nowadays, the range of goods increased but we could not reduce these mighty works.
Moreover the services has increased to a large extent. For this village-based service
work, we require a permanent fund of Rs.50,000,00.00 (Fifty Lakhs). Dear devotees,
our prayer to well-wishers is that we need your help for this service to run smoothly.
Please help us. May you all be blessed by joining the service of Thakur, Maa, Swamiji
and Raja Maharaj. Check can be issue in the name of “Ramakrishna Mission Sikra-
Kulingram”. This donation is exempt from income tax as per “Section 80 G (5)(VI)”.
May the Lord bless you.

Your’s in the service of the Mother
Swami Anantananda

Secretary

এক� সিবনয় আেবদন

An Earnest Appeal

Website: sikrakulingram.rkmm.org                   Email: sikrakulingram@rkmm.org               Mob: 8695004522

Ramakrishna Mission
Sikra-kulingram

North 24 Parganas, WB, 743428


